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ABSTRACT

Continental-scale snow radiance assimilation (RA) experiments are conducted in order to improve snow es-

timates across snow and land-cover types in North America. In the experiments, the ensemble adjustment

Kalman filter is applied and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System

(AMSR-E) brightness temperature TB observations are assimilated into an RA system composed of the Com-

munity Land Model, version 4 (CLM4); radiative transfer models (RTMs); and the Data Assimilation Research

Testbed (DART). The performance of two snowpackRTMs, theDenseMedia Radiative Transfer–Multi-Layers

model (DMRT-ML), and the Microwave Emission Model of Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS) in improving snow

depth estimates through RA is compared. Continental-scale snow estimates are enhanced through RA by using

AMSR-ETB at the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels [3% (DMRT-ML) and 2% (MEMLS) improvements compared

to the cases using the 18.7- and 36.5-GHz channels] and by considering the vegetation single-scattering albedo

v [2.5% (DMRT-ML) and 4.8% (MEMLS) improvements compared to the cases neglectingv]. The contribution

ofTB of the vegetation canopy toTB at the top of the atmosphere is better represented by consideringv in theRA

system, and improvements in the resulting snow depth are evident for the forest land-cover type (about 5%–11%)

and the taiga and alpine snow classes (about 5%–11%and 4%–8%, respectively), especially in theMEMLS case.

Compared to the open-loop run (0.171-m snow depth RMSE), about 7% (DMRT-ML) and 10% (MEMLS)

overall improvements of the RA performance are achieved.

1. Introduction

In a host of modeling and observational studies (e.g.,

Namias 1985; Vernekar et al. 1995; Cohen and Entekhabi

1999; Gong et al. 2003; Chapin et al. 2005), snow’s high

albedo, low thermal conductivity, and water-holding

capacity have been documented as critical factors af-

fecting Earth’s climate system. In addition, spring and

early summer snowmelt runoff is the principal source

of water for humans and ecosystems in many of the

mid- to high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere

(e.g., Stewart et al. 2004). The climate and hydrological

research communities are therefore invested in im-

proving the estimation of spatial and temporal varia-

tion in snowpack.

One approach to improving these estimates is the use of

snow radiance data assimilation [hereafter, radiance as-

similation (RA)] methods, in which microwave brightness

temperatureTB observations are directly assimilated into a
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land surface model (LSM). Previous studies have made

significant progress in using this method through syn-

thetic tests (e.g., Durand and Margulis 2006, 2007),

point-scale applications (e.g., Durand et al. 2009; Toure

et al. 2011), and basin-scale applications (e.g., Dechant

and Moradkhani 2011). Further applications of the RA

method have been presented by Andreadis and

Lettenmaier (2012), Langlois et al. (2012), and Che et al.

(2014). In particular, Andreadis and Lettenmaier (2012)

discussed the impact of snow stratigraphy representation

of the LSM on the performance of the RA scheme. Our

recent study (i.e., Kwon et al. 2016) demonstrated thatRA

can enhance the continental-scale snowpack estimates.

However, we also reported that large-scale applications of

RA are impeded by the presence of various snow and

land-cover types, especially dense forest land cover.

At the continental (or larger) scale, the physical

properties of snow vary widely with local climate con-

ditions (e.g., air temperature, precipitation, and wind

speed). According to Sturm et al. (1995), seasonal snow

cover can be classified into six classes (i.e., tundra, taiga,

alpine, maritime, prairie, and ephemeral). Tedesco and

Kim (2006) found considerably different TB values can be

simulated for such a wide range of snow classes in their

four radiative transfer models (RTMs; with three of

these based on a single snow layer representation). In

an RA scheme, an RTM is an observational operator

predicting TB; therefore, the quality of the assimilation

results may strongly depend upon theRTMused (Durand

et al. 2008) as well as the LSM. Through synthetic ex-

periments, Kwon et al. (2015) showed that two snowpack

RTMs, that is, the Dense Media Radiative Transfer–

Multi-Layers model (DMRT-ML; Picard et al. 2013) and

the Microwave Emission Model of Layered Snowpacks

(MEMLS;Wiesmann andMätzler 1999) coupled with the
Community Land Model, version 4 (CLM4; Oleson et al.

2010; Lawrence et al. 2011), have substantially different

RA performance.

Meanwhile, vegetation canopy masks the microwave

emission from the underlying surface and adds its own

emission (Foster et al. 1991; Chang et al. 1996; Pampaloni

2004). In this regard, snow estimates for vegetated areas

using microwave radiance observations by retrieval al-

gorithms (e.g., Hall et al. 1982; Chang et al. 1996) or by

radiance assimilation methods (e.g., Kwon et al. 2016)

involve considerable uncertainties. In particular, the mi-

crowave TB exhibits a significantly lower sensitivity to

snow in dense forest (Hallikainen and Jolma 1992; Roy

et al. 2012). Therefore, precise estimates of the impact

of the vegetation (i.e., vegetation emission and trans-

mission) on TB at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) are

essential for applications of the RAmethod in vegetated

areas. Without such estimates, the vegetation canopy

could result in an inaccurate modeling of the relationship

between TB and snow [i.e., snow water equivalent (SWE)

or snow depth] and, in turn, snow estimates via RAwould

be degraded as presented in Kwon et al. (2016).

Our objective in this study is to improve the perfor-

mance of the snowRA system in estimating continental-

scale snow water storage across snow and land-cover

types. To this end, we attempt to address the following

research questions:

1) Which microwave frequency channels are most use-

ful in improving snow estimates through RA?

2) Which of the two snowpack RTMs (i.e., DMRT-ML

and MEMLS) performs better for different snow

cover types at the continental scale?

3) Is vegetation single-scattering albedo v an important

parameter for estimating the effect of vegetation on

TB at the TOA and improving the RA performance

in estimating snow?

Section 2 describes the coupled radiance assimilation

system used in this study. Datasets including atmo-

spheric forcing, TB observations, and validation data are

briefly described in section 3. The design of the radiance

assimilation experiments is explained in section 4. The

results are presented and discussed in section 5, and

conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. Coupled radiance assimilation system

In the coupled RA system (Fig. 1) employed in this

study, we use CLM4 as an LSM and RTMs as observa-

tional operators. Data assimilation is implemented by

the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART;

Anderson et al. 2009), which is a community data as-

similation system developed by the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) for ensemble-based

data assimilation. We employ this particular coupled

RA system to maintain continuity with our previous RA

papers (i.e., Kwon et al. 2015, 2016).

CLM4 (Oleson et al. 2010; Lawrence et al. 2011)

simulates snow dynamics for up to five snow layers,

depending on the total snow depth. CLM4 can simulate

snowmelt–refreeze cycles for each snow layer. It is also

able to simulate snow densification by considering de-

structive and melting metamorphism and compaction

by snow load. These make CLM4 suitable for this RA

study. CLM4 estimates soil temperature for 15 soil

layers, and it simulates hydrological processes over the

top 10. The horizontal spatial heterogeneity of the land

surface in CLM4 is represented by a nested subgrid

hierarchy in which grid cells consist of land units, snow/

soil columns, and plant functional types (PFTs). The

land unit that has several snow/soil columns represents
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the broadest spatial patterns. The snow/soil column

that has multiple PFTs is designed to describe potential

variability in the soil and snow-related variables

within a vegetated land unit. The PFT level includes

bare ground and 16 PFTs [see Oleson et al. (2010) for

more details on the PFTs] that have different physiol-

ogy and structure.

The observational operator (i.e., coupled RTMs of

snowpack, atmosphere, and vegetation) calculates TB

at the TOA based on Durand and Margulis (2007), as

follows:
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where TB,TOA is the brightness temperature at the

TOA (K); tc and ta are the vegetation and atmospheric

transmissivity, respectively; Vc is the vegetation fraction

within a grid cell; TB,sn is the brightness temperature

from the snowpack (K), which is estimated byDMRT-ML

or MEMLS and includes the effect of the underlying

soil; TB,y is the brightness temperature emitted by the

vegetation canopy (K); Tc is the vegetation physical

temperature (K); TB,a is the atmospheric brightness

temperature (K); TB,BC is the boundary condition TB for

snowpack RTMs to model TB,sn; and TB,sp is the space

brightness temperature (2.7K).

Two snowpack RTMs, that is, DMRT-ML and

MEMLS, are used in this study while Kwon et al. (2016)

used only DMRT-ML to calculate TB from the snow-

pack. These two RTMs were chosen because of the

following reasons. First, they estimate TB using a mul-

tilayered snowpack as emphasized by many previous

studies (e.g., Mätzler et al. 1984; Rosenfeld and Grody

2000; Brucker et al. 2010; Champollion et al. 2013).

Second, they are based on two different theories.

DMRT-ML is based on the Dense Media Radiative

Transfer (DMRT) theory (Tsang and Kong 2001) while

MEMLS is based on the six-flux model [see Wiesmann

and Mätzler (1999) for more details]. Last, they have

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the coupled RA system. Atmospheric ensemble forcing used by

the atmospheric RTM includes atmospheric pressure, air temperature, and humidity. The CLM4

surface input data read by the RTMs are sand and clay fractions and vegetation fraction.
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been widely tested and applied in TB estimation or as-

similation studies [e.g., Brucker et al. (2011), Roy et al.

(2013), and Kwon et al. (2016) for DMRT-ML; Durand

et al. (2008, 2009) and Toure et al. (2011) for MEMLS;

and Kwon et al. (2015) and Löwe and Picard (2015)

for both].

In DMRT-ML, the microwave absorption and scatter-

ing coefficients of snow are calculated using the DMRT

theory and the microwave emission and propagation are

estimated using the Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer

model (DISORT; Jin 1994), in which multiple scattering

between the layers is considered. Meanwhile, the ex-

tinction coefficient in MEMLS is calculated based on

the improved Born approximation (Mätzler 1998).

MEMLS estimates multiple volume scattering, absorp-

tion, and propagation of the microwave signal using the

six-flux theory. To calculate TB from the snowpack, both

RTMs require snow inputs such as snow layer thickness,

density, temperature, wetness, and grain radius, all of

which are provided by CLM4 in the coupled RA system.

The reflectivity of the underlying soil is calculated by

the rough bare soil reflectivity model (Wegmüller and
Mätzler 1999) using the estimated soil temperature

and soil water content from CLM4.

The advantage of using DMRT-ML as an observa-

tional operator in our RA system is that DMRT-ML is a

physically based model and it represents the snow grain

size using an effective snow grain radius as in CLM4. Al-

though the effective snow grain radius used inDMRT-ML

is not exactly the same as defined inCLM4 (Brucker et al.

2011; Roy et al. 2013), DMRT-ML includes a tunable

stickiness parameter, which is related to the size of the

scatterers and can be used to mitigate this discrepancy

(e.g., Kwon et al. 2015). However, continental-scale

optimization of the stickiness parameter is difficult, and

thus it was updated during assimilation as suggested by

Kwon et al. (2016) (see Table 1 for a list of the updated

states/parameters). Initial values of the stickiness for

each grid cell and each ensemble member were ran-

domly created using a range of 0.1–0.5, which was de-

termined based on previous studies (e.g., Mätzler 1998;
Tsang et al. 2008; Andreadis and Lettenmaier 2012;

Picard et al. 2013; Kwon et al. 2015).

Unlike DMRT-ML and CLM4, MEMLS employs an

exponential correlation length for the snow grain size

representation. Therefore, for MEMLS, simulated CLM4

snow grain radius is converted to the exponential corre-

lation length using the conversion equation suggested in

Kwon et al. (2015) and based on the work by Mätzler
(2002) and Debye et al. (1957):

p
ex
5 r

e

�
12

r

r
ice

�
, (4)

wherepex is the exponential correlation length (m), re is the

effective grain radius (m), r is the snow density (kgm23),

and rice is the ice density (917kgm23). MEMLS is ad-

vantageous for large-scale RA studies because the use of

MEMLS in the RA system is computationally efficient

compared to using DMRT-ML.

The effect of the atmosphere on TB is estimated fol-

lowing Ulaby et al. (1981). The vegetation transmissivity

and optical depth t are estimated usingEq. (5) (Schmugge

and Jackson 1992) and Eq. (6) (Jackson and Schmugge

1991), respectively:

t
c
5 exp(2t) and (5)

t5 b0lxw
c
/cosu , (6)

where l is the wavelength (cm); b0 and x are the em-

pirical parameters, which depend upon the vegetation

canopy type and are updated in the RA system (see

Table 1); wc is the vegetation water content (kgm22),

which is calculated based on Paloscia and Pampaloni

(1988) using the leaf area index (LAI); and u is the in-

cident angle. The vegetation fraction (i.e., Vc) and LAI

required by the observational operator to estimate TB

were provided by CLM4. As a compromise between the

computational efficiency and representation of the

spatial heterogeneity, TB was estimated on a column

basis and averaged (area weighted) for a CLM4 grid cell.

Therefore, LAI (only the exposed LAI, not buried by

snow, was considered) and Vc, averaged and summed

across all PFTs in a column, respectively, were used in

estimating TB.

Among a variety of ensemble-based assimilation

algorithms available in DART, we use the ensemble

adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) [see Anderson

(2001) for more detailed explanations of the EAKF],

which is a deterministic ensemble square root filter

(Tippett et al. 2003) and does not need randomly

perturbed observations. Anderson (2001) reports that

in the cases compared in the paper, the performance

of the EAKF was much better than that of the tradi-

tional ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; Evensen 1994;

TABLE 1. List of the CLM4 states and RTM parameters updated

during the assimilation. The vegetation single-scattering albedo

was updated only in the cases specified in Table 2.

Type Medium State/parameter

CLM4 state Snow SWE, snow grain radius, and

snow temperature

Soil Soil temperature and soil water

content

RTM parameter Snow Stickiness in DMRT-ML

Vegetation Empirical parameters

[i.e., x and b0 in Eq. (6)]
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Burgers et al. 1998), especially for a small ensemble

size.

3. Datasets

a. DART–CAM4 atmospheric ensemble reanalysis

Raeder et al. (2012) produced an 80-member en-

semble atmospheric reanalysis, which includes air

temperature, atmospheric pressure, precipitation, hu-

midity, wind speed, and downward shortwave radiation,

using the coupled DART–Community Atmosphere

Model, version 4 (CAM4; Gent et al. 2011). Among

them, we used the 40 randomly chosen ensemble mem-

bers to drive the model. The advantage of using the

DART–CAM4 atmospheric ensemble reanalysis, rather

than manually perturbing each atmospheric forcing field,

is that the physical consistency (i.e., cross correlation)

between forcing fields can be maintained. CLM4 driven

by the DART–CAM4 forcing tends to overestimate snow

depth (Kwon et al. 2016) because of systematic biases in

the atmospheric forcing, in particular the estimated pre-

cipitation. However, in this study, we mainly focused on

answering our research questions in applying the RA

method to the continental-scale snow estimation, given

the biased forcing, and thus bias correction of the atmo-

spheric forcing was not conducted.

b. AMSR-E TB observations

In this study, we assimilated theAdvancedMicrowave

Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System

(AMSR-E)/Aqua daily global quarter-degree gridded

brightness temperatures data (Knowles et al. 2006a,b)

into the coupled RA system. AMSR-E observes

vertically (V)- and horizontally (H)-polarized TOA

microwave radiances at six frequencies (i.e., 6.925, 10.65,

18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0GHz). However, only vertically

polarized TB observations were assimilated because

horizontally polarizedTB is significantly influenced by ice

layers within the snowpack (Mätzler 1987; Durand et al.

2008; Rees et al. 2010), which are not accurately repre-

sented in the five-layer snow model. In addition, only

nighttime observations were used, thereby minimizing

error due to snow wetness.

It has been reported that the total bias error of the

AMSR-E sensor ranges from 0.66K at 100K to 0.68K at

250K (Lobl 2001). However, AMSR-E TB data prod-

ucts used in this study may have more error resulting

from two sources (see http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/

ae_l2a_tbs.gd.html#errorsource): 1) a mismatch be-

tween the constructed (level 2A) antenna pattern and

the ideal antenna pattern, which is related to the fit error

when the original observations are spatially resampled,

and 2) random measurement error. In addition, the orig-

inalAMSR-ETB data, which have 0.258 spatial resolution,
were scaled up to the CLM4 grid (0.98 3 1.258) for com-

putational efficiency. This spatial averaging over several

adjacent grid cells would smooth out random measure-

ment errors from individual grid cells, but it may also in-

troduce additional uncertainties into the TB observations

by further simplifying heterogeneous grid cells. Therefore,

to consider these additional error sources, the observation

error was set to 2K, as assumed by Durand and Margulis

(2007). However, quantification of the AMSR-E TB ob-

servational error needs to be further investigated.

c. CMC snow depth data

The assimilation results were evaluated using the

Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) daily snow

depth data (Brasnett 1999; Brown andBrasnett 2010). The

CMC analysis data are produced using snow depth data

from surface synoptic observations and meteorological

and special aviation reports acquired from the World

MeteorologicalOrganization (WMO) information system

(Brown and Brasnett 2010). Although the CMC product

has some deficiencies such as early snowmelt in the spring

(Brown et al. 2010; Toure et al. 2016) and fewer in situ

observations at higher latitudes (Reichle et al. 2011), it is a

spatially complete dataset of daily snow depth for the

Northern Hemisphere (Reichle et al. 2011) and is thus

considered one of the best available snow references for

large-scale model evaluations (e.g., Su et al. 2010; Reichle

et al. 2011; Forman et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2014; Toure

et al. 2016; Kwon et al. 2016).

4. Experimental design

The experiments are designed to address our three

research questions related to the microwave frequency

channels, snowpack RTMs, and vegetation single-

scattering albedo. In all experimental cases (Table 2)

including the open-loop run (without assimilation),

CLM4 was run at 0.98 3 1.258 spatial resolution forced by

theDART–CAM4 atmospheric ensemble reanalysis. The

experiments were conducted for North America from

December 2002 to February 2003.

As shown in Table 1, the physical states and param-

eters updated during the assimilation include SWE,

snow grain radius, snow temperature, soil temperature,

soil water content, snow stickiness (in DMRT-ML), and

two empirical parameters [x and b0 in Eq. (6)] of the

vegetation RTM. The single-scattering albedo was also

updated in some experimental cases. As suggested in

Zhang et al. (2014) and Kwon et al. (2016), among the

snow-mass-related states in CLM4 [i.e., the mass of

snow liquid water and ice (kgm22), SWE (kgm22),
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snow density (kgm23), and snow depth (m)], only SWE

was updated during the assimilation procedure to avoid

excessive snowmass updating. Snow depth and the mass

of snow liquid water and ice were adjusted according to

their physical relationships with SWE, as defined in

CLM4. Snow density was not updated in the RA system

because it is simply calculated from SWE and snow

depth in CLM4.

Kwon et al. (2016) demonstrated two approaches that

are effective in improving the continental-scale snow es-

timates: 1) simultaneous updates of all model physical

states and parameters involved in predicting TB and 2) a

rule-based approach in which the states and parameters

are updated only when the signs of their correlations with

the prior TB coincide with those of sensitivity of the esti-

mated TB to the states and parameters. In many cases, the

uncertainty of the estimated TB can be primarily deter-

mined by the uncertainties of other snow and soil prop-

erties, especially snow grain size, instead of SWE (Kwon

et al. 2015). This results in undesirable updates of SWE in

the RA system. Kwon et al. (2016) hypothesized that only

when the sign of the correlation between the forecasted

states/parameters and the predicted TB is the same as the

sign of the sensitivity index, the TB difference (between

simulations and observations) will provide meaningful

information for each of the priors. Therefore, for example,

SWE was not updated if the correlation between the

estimated SWE and TB within the ensemble was positive

because TB was negatively sensitive to SWE (Kwon et al.

2016). These two approaches were simultaneously applied

in the RA cases. It should be noted that the assimilation

was not performed if any ensemblemembers within a grid

cell predicted no snow.

A localization distance parameter in DART restricts

the effect of assimilated observations on model states of

nearby grid cells (Anderson et al. 2009). This mitigates

the degradation of assimilation performance resulting

from correlations between two uncorrelated variables

due to sampling error (Anderson 2007). According to

Kwon et al. (2016), the localization distance of 0.01 ra-

dians (0.68) was used in all RA experimental cases.

a. Microwave frequency channels

Previous snow RA studies mostly used passive micro-

wave observations at 18.7 and/or 36.5GHz (e.g., Durand

et al. 2009; Dechant and Moradkhani 2011; Toure et al.

2011; Bateni et al. 2015; Kwon et al. 2016). However,

through a synthetic test, Durand and Margulis (2006)

suggested that all frequency channels provide valuable

information for snowpack. In this paper, we compared the

RAperformance of the experimental cases (Table 2) using

different AMSR-E frequency channels. The 6.925-GHz

TBwas excluded from the experiments because of the high

potential for radio frequency interference over theUnited

States (Njoku et al. 2005).

b. Snowpack radiative transfer models

We employed two snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML

and MEMLS) to estimate the snowpack TB. Because

of the different TB sensitivities of DMRT-ML and

MEMLS to the physical properties of snow and un-

derlying soil, the correlations between the SWE error

(simulation minus observation) and TB error produced

by coupled CLM4–DMRT-ML and CLM4–MEMLS

also exhibit considerable differences (Kwon et al. 2015).

RA using ensemble Kalman–based data assimilation

methods assumes that the SWE error is correlated with

theTB error (Kwon et al. 2015). Therefore, two coupled

models (CLM4–DMRT-ML and CLM4–MEMLS)

may show varying RA performance for different snow

cover types.Kwon et al. (2016) showed that theRAsystem

using DMRT-ML significantly improves the snow depth

estimates for the tundra andmaritime snow classes. Here,

we compared the performance of the RA system using

DMRT-ML and MEMLS for various snow and land-

cover types (see Table 2 for the experimental cases).

c. Vegetation single-scattering albedo

The most commonly used vegetation RTM is the

t–v model (Mo et al. 1982), which is a simplified

TABLE 2. RA experimental cases with respect to snowpack RTMs,

frequency channels, and single-scattering albedo.

Experimental

cases

Snowpack

RTM

Frequency

(GHz)

Single-scattering

albedo

D10 DMRT-ML 10.65 —

D18 DMRT-ML 18.7 —

D23 DMRT-ML 23.8 —

D36 DMRT-ML 36.5 —

D89 DMRT-ML 89.0 —

M10 MEMLS 10.65 —

M18 MEMLS 18.7 —

M23 MEMLS 23.8 —

M36 MEMLS 36.5 —

M89 MEMLS 89.0 —

D1823 DMRT-ML 18.7 and 23.8 —

D1836 DMRT-ML 18.7 and 36.5 —

M1823 MEMLS 18.7 and 23.8 —

M1836 MEMLS 18.7 and 36.5 —

D1823(v) DMRT-ML 18.7 and 23.8 0.064

D1836(v) DMRT-ML 18.7 and 36.5 0.064

M1823(v) MEMLS 18.7 and 23.8 0.064

M1836(v) MEMLS 18.7 and 36.5 0.064

D1823(v_up) DMRT-ML 18.7 and 23.8 Updated

D1836(v_up) DMRT-ML 18.7 and 36.5 Updated

M1823(v_up) MEMLS 18.7 and 23.8 Updated

M1836(v_up) MEMLS 18.7 and 36.5 Updated
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approach to model the vegetation effect on TB. Two pa-

rameters, namely, the vegetation optical depth and the

single-scattering albedo, are involved in the model. The

single-scattering albedo parameterizes all processes

within the vegetation canopy layer, such as the multiple

scattering (Kurum et al. 2012). In many cases, v is ne-

glected (e.g., Kruopis et al. 1999; Langlois et al. 2011)

because previous studies have reported that it is generally

less than 0.1 (Pampaloni and Paloscia 1986; Grant et al.

2008; Roy et al. 2012).

Our coupled RA system, which uses the approach of

Durand and Margulis (2007), initially neglects v in its

estimate of TB at the TOA [Eq. (2)]. However, this as-

sumption of v 5 0 results in an overestimation of the

microwave emission of the vegetation canopy (Ferrazzoli

et al. 2002). Therefore, the contribution of v was addi-

tionally considered in representing TB as follows:

T
B,y

5V
c
(12v)(12 t

c
)T

c
. (7)

First, the improvement of the RA performance by

considering v was tested using a constant value of

v 5 0.064, as suggested in Roy et al. (2012) [see the

D1823(v), D1836(v), M1823(v), andM1836(v) cases in

Table 2]. However, the v value depends on vegetation

type, frequency, and polarization (Langlois et al. 2011).

Although Roy et al. (2012) suggested that v is mostly

frequency and polarization independent for coarse-scale

observations, it is still influenced by vegetation proper-

ties. Yet, no measurements of v are available at the

continental scale and thus an optimization procedure for

v is required. Several studies (e.g., Paloscia 1995; Njoku

and Li 1999; Pellarin et al. 2006; Grant et al. 2008; Roy

et al. 2012) have been published on the optimization of

v values for different vegetation types, but they are not

in agreement. This is attributed to the fact that surface

parameterizations (e.g., snow and/or soil), datasets, and

assumptions can influence the optimization results (Roy

et al. 2012; Pellarin et al. 2006). Fortunately, however,

most of the v values suggested by these studies are

within the range of 0.05–0.1. Therefore, in the D1823

(v_up), D1836(v_up),M1823(v_up), andM1836(v_up)

cases (Table 2), v was updated in the RA system using

the range of 0.05–0.1. If the updated v fell outside the

specified range, it was set to the closest value within the

range. Based on the sensitivity analysis (not shown

here), TB at the TOA is negatively sensitive to v; that is,

an increase in v leads to a decrease in TB at the TOA.

Using the rule-based approach suggested by Kwon et al.

(2016), the update of v was performed only if the cor-

relation between the prior TB and v was negative.

5. Results and discussion

We presented our results separately according to the

six snow classes (tundra, taiga, alpine, maritime, prairie,

and ephemeral) of Sturm et al. (1995) (Fig. 2a) and the

five dominant land-cover types (bare soil, forest, shrub,

grass, and crop; Fig. 2b), which were determined by

classifying 17 PFTs (including bare soil), defined in the

CLM4 surface input dataset, into the five land-cover

types and then by comparing the percentage of each

land-cover type within a grid cell.

a. Performance of the RA system using AMSR-E
frequencies and snowpack RTMs

The TB observation at each AMSR-E frequency

channel (10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0GHz vertical

polarization) was separately assimilated into the RA

system, and the resulting snow depth root-mean-square

errors (RMSEs) of the RA experimental cases using

DMRT-ML and MEMLS for North America are shown

in Fig. 3. Among the five frequency channels assimi-

lated, only the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels led to an

overall improvement in snow depth estimates in both

DMRT-ML andMEMLS cases. The performance of the

DMRT-ML cases (i.e., 3.1% and 3.6% improvements in

D18 and D23, respectively) was slightly better than that

FIG. 2. (a) Snow and (b) land-cover types in North America: snow class are 1) tundra, 2) taiga, 3) maritime,

4) ephemeral, 5) prairie, and 6) alpine; land-cover types are 1) bare soil, 2) forest, 3) shrub, 4) grass, and

5) crop.
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of theMEMLS cases (i.e., 1.8% and 2.5% improvements

in M18 and M23, respectively). Compared to the open-

loop run without assimilation (the horizontal dotted line

in Fig. 3), the performance of the RA system was mar-

ginally improved in the D36 case, whereas it was de-

graded in the M36 case. The 23.8-GHz channel is more

sensitive to water vapor than the 18.7- and 36.5-GHz

channels (Pulliainen et al. 1993; Turner et al. 2007) and

thus has not been used in previous snow RA studies,

except for the synthetic experiments in Durand and

Margulis (2006). Our results imply the feasibility of us-

ing the 23.8-GHz channel in the RA system with mod-

eling of the atmospheric effect.

Meanwhile, the results obtained here contradict the

synthetic experiment results of Durand and Margulis

(2006) in which the 10.65- and 36.5-GHz channels con-

tributed more than the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels in

improving the snow estimates in their RA system. There

are four potential reasons for our different results. First,

RA methods applied in the real world might produce

different results than when used in synthetic experi-

ments. Second, different results could be due to dif-

ferences among RA schemes in terms of LSM, RTM,

updated states/parameters during the assimilation, or as-

similation methods employed (e.g., EnKF and EAKF).

Third, a rule-based approach (Kwon et al. 2016) was ap-

plied in our RA experiments but was not used by Durand

and Margulis (2006). The use of rule-based approach

probably influenced the relative contribution of different

frequency channels to the RA performance. Finally, our

experiments were conducted for shallow snow (;1m snow

depth), whereas Durand andMargulis (2006) worked with

deep snow conditions (;3m snow depth).

We additionally analyzed the effect of assimilating two

frequency channels simultaneously on the RA perfor-

mance in estimating snow depth (Fig. 3). Because the

23.8- and 18.7-GHz channels were the best- and next

best–performing frequency channels, respectively, these

two were assimilated in the D1823 and M1823 cases.

For comparison purposes, TB observations at 18.7- and

36.5-GHz channels were also simultaneously assimilated

in the D1836 and M1836 cases because these two chan-

nels have been frequently used in snow RA systems as

well as in snow retrieval algorithms.

As shown in Fig. 3, except for the D1836 case, the

assimilation of two frequency channels improved the

overall performance of the RA system as compared to

the separate use of each frequency channel, especially in

FIG. 3. The snow depth RMSE (m) in the RA experimental ca-

ses, using different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML and MEMLS)

and assimilating different AMSR-E frequency channels, for North

America. The horizontal dotted line represents the RMSE of the

open-loop run (without assimilation).

FIG. 4. The snow depth RMSE (m) in the RA experimental cases, using different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML

and MEMLS) and assimilating different AMSR-E frequency channels, for snow classes as defined in Sturm et al.

(1995): (a) tundra, (b) taiga, (c) maritime, (d) ephemeral, (e) prairie, and (f) alpine. The horizontal dotted line

represents the RMSE of the open-loop run (without assimilation).
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MEMLS cases. The D1836 case performed better than

D36 but worse than D18. One plausible reason is the ef-

fect of the stickiness parameter in DMRT-ML. Because

the stickiness was updated during the assimilation, a dif-

ferent combination of assimilated microwave frequency

channels may lead to slightly varying stickiness values.

Therefore, the stickiness determined by assimilating both

the 18.7- and 36.5-GHz channels could possibly result in

the degradation of the RA performance compared to the

case assimilating only the 18.7-GHz channel. It should be

noted that compared to the 1836 cases, slightly improved

estimates of snow depth were obtained in the 1823 cases

for both DMRT-ML and MEMLS (i.e., 3% and 2% de-

crease in the RMSE, respectively). The period of our

experiments only covered the snow accumulation season.

Therefore, note that including the snow-melting period

may influence the relative performance of each frequency

channel in the RA system due to wet snow conditions.

Assimilating the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels without

considering the vegetation single-scattering albedo,

DMRT-ML cases produced about 5.2%better estimates

of snow than MEMLS cases for the alpine snow class

while MEMLS cases were more effective for tundra

(about 4.7% better performance; Fig. 4). DMRT-ML

and MEMLS cases showed comparable performance in

estimating snow depth for the taiga, maritime, ephemeral,

and prairie snow classes, that is, about 2% increase, 3%

decrease, 46% increase, and 4% increase in the RMSE,

respectively. Compared to the open-loop run, however,

DMRT-ML and MEMLS cases only improved snow

depth estimates for the tundra (14.1%and 18.2%decrease

in the RMSE, respectively) and maritime snow classes

(3% decrease in the RMSE for both). While the snow

depth RMSE of the open-loop run for the ephemeral

and prairie snow classes was already very small and RA

marginally increased the RMSE, the degradation of the

snow depth estimates by RA was noticeable for the

taiga and alpine snow classes. The poor performance of

the RA system for the taiga and alpine snow classes could

be due to the effect of vegetation (especially forest) on

TB estimations. The difficulty of characterizing snow-

pack under the vegetation canopy using microwave

radiance observations has been reported by many

previous studies (e.g., Hallikainen and Jolma 1992;

FIG. 5. The snow depthRMSE (m) in theRAexperimental cases, using different snowpackRTMs (DMRT-ML and

MEMLS) and assimilating different AMSR-E frequency channels, for land-cover types: (a) bare soil, (b) forest,

(c) shrub, (d) grass, and (e) crop. The horizontal dotted line represents the RMSE of the open-loop run (without

assimilation).

FIG. 6. The snow depth RMSE (m) in the RA experimental cases,

using different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML and MEMLS) and

assimilating two frequency channels simultaneously (i.e., 18.7 and

23.8GHz or 18.7 and 36.5GHz) for North America. The vegetation

single-scattering albedo was neglected (in the D1823, D1836,M1823,

and M1836 cases), was set to 0.064 [in the D1823(v), D1836(v),

M1823(v), and M1836(v) cases], or was updated during the assimi-

lation [in the D1823(v_up), D1836(v_up), M1823(v_up), and

M1836(v_up) cases]. The horizontal dotted line represents the

RMSE of the open-loop run (without assimilation).
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Chang et al. 1996; Foster et al. 2005). Figure 5 shows

that regardless of the snowpack RTMs and microwave

frequency channels, the RA system could not improve the

snow depth estimates for forest land cover, the dominant

land-cover type for the taiga and alpine snow classes

(Fig. 2). This implies that the effect of the vegetation

canopy on TB at the TOAwas not accurately represented

in our current RA system. Further improvement of the

performance of the RA system for vegetated areas by

introducing v is discussed in the next section.

b. The impact of the vegetation single-scattering
albedo on the RA performance

To analyze the effect of v on the estimation of TB

emitted by vegetation and on the performance of the

RA system, two approaches were compared: 1) the use

of the constant v value (0.064) obtained in Roy et al.

(2012) and 2) the use of an v updated during the as-

similation. The experimental results for North America,

for six snow classes, and for five land-cover types are

presented in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively.

FIG. 7. The snow depth RMSE (m) in the RA experimental ca-

ses, using different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML and MEMLS)

and assimilating two frequency channels simultaneously (i.e., 18.7

and 23.8GHz or 18.7 and 36.5GHz) for six snow classes as de-

fined in Sturm et al. (1995): (a) tundra, (b) taiga, (c) maritime,

(d) ephemeral, (e) prairie, and (f) alpine. The vegetation single-

scattering albedo was neglected (in the D1823, D1836, M1823,

and M1836 cases), was set to 0.064 [in the D1823(v), D1836(v),

M1823(v), and M1836(v) cases], or was updated during the as-

similation [in the D1823(v_up), D1836(v_up), M1823(v_up), and

M1836(v_up) cases]. The horizontal dotted line represents the

RMSE of the open-loop run (without assimilation).

FIG. 8. The snow depth RMSE (m) in the RA experimental cases,

using different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML and MEMLS) and

assimilating two frequency channels simultaneously (i.e., 18.7 and

23.8GHz or 18.7 and 36.5GHz) for five land-cover types: (a) bare

soil, (b) forest, (c) shrub, (d) grass, and (e) crop. The vegetation

single-scattering albedowas neglected (in theD1823, D1836,M1823,

and M1836 cases), was set to 0.064 [in the D1823(v), D1836(v),

M1823(v), and M1836(v) cases], or was updated during the assimi-

lation [in the D1823(v_up), D1836(v_up), M1823(v_up), and

M1836(v_up) cases]. The horizontal dotted line represents the

RMSE of the open-loop run (without assimilation).
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By considering the constant v, the overall snow depth

RMSE for North America was reduced (Fig. 6). The

most considerable improvement was achieved for forest

land cover (about 5%–11% decrease in the RMSE;

Fig. 8), and accordingly, the snow estimates for the

taiga and alpine snow classes were also enhanced (about

5%–11% and 4%–8% decrease in the RMSE, respec-

tively) compared to the RA cases neglecting v (Fig. 7).

For other vegetated areas except crop land cover, only

negligible improvement (less than 2%) was observed

(Fig. 8). Improvements in performance resulting from

the use of v were more noticeable in MEMLS cases

[M1823(v) and M1836(v)] than in DMRT-ML cases

[D1823(v) and D1836(v)], especially for the forest land-

cover type and the taiga snow class (Figs. 7, 8). The

overall performance of the DMRT-ML case [D1823(v)]

was worse than the MEMLS case [M1823(v)] (Fig. 6).

The performance of the cases assimilating the 18.7- and

36.5-GHz channels was slightly better than that of the

cases assimilating the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels for

crop land cover (Fig. 8e). This is likely because the

36.5-GHz channel exhibited better performance in esti-

mating snow depth than the 23.8-GHz channel for this

land-cover type (Fig. 5e). Our RA experimental results

show that substantial improvements to snow estimates

made through RA are achieved by taking v into ac-

count even when the v value is less than 0.1. This

suggests that v should be considered in representing

the effect of vegetation on TB at the TOA from the RA

perspective.

Updating v during the assimilation in the RA system

did not improve the RA performance beyond what was

already achieved using a constant v (Figs. 6–8). Rather,

the snow depth RMSE slightly increased in the D1823

(v_up) and M1823(v_up) cases. Nonetheless, the per-

formance of the RA cases using an updated v was still

superior to that of the cases neglecting v.

Figure 9 shows that the vegetation transmissivity es-

timated in the RA experimental cases [D1823, M1823,

D1823(v), and M1823(v)] ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 for

forested areas. The saturation levels of the vegetation

transmissivity obtained by Langlois et al. (2011) for the

Canadian boreal forest are 0.51 and 0.55 for the 19-GHz-V

and 19-GHz-H channels, respectively, and 0.53 for both

the 37-GHz-V and 37-GHz-H channels. Roy et al.

(2012) suggested that the vegetation transmissivities for

FIG. 9. The estimated (ensemble mean) vegetation transmissivity in the (a) D1823, (b)M1823, (c) D1823(v), and

(d) M1823(v) cases. The values were averaged over two frequency channels (18.7- and 23.8-GHz vertical polari-

zations) during the assimilation period.
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dense boreal forests are 0.69, 0.62, 0.497, and 0.423 for

6.9-, 10.7-, 18.7-, and 36.5-GHz channels, respectively.

Based on the values suggested in previous studies, the

range of vegetation transmissivity we obtained for forest

land cover is reasonable.

However, in the D1823 and M1823 cases, about

60%–70% of TB at the TOA (i:e., TB,TOA) was contrib-

uted byTB emission from the vegetation canopy (TB,y � ta)
in areas dominated by forest land cover (Figs. 10a,b).

Compared to the results by Roy et al. (2012) in which

TB,y � ta constituted about 46% and 50% of TB,TOA at

18.7 and 36.5GHz-V, respectively, the contribution of

TB,y � ta was overestimated in our experiments by ne-

glecting v. By considering v in the D1823(v) and

M1823(v) cases, more reasonable estimates of the

vegetation contribution were obtained (Figs. 10c,d).

The changes [the 1823(v) cases minus the 1823 cases]

in the estimated ratio for forested areas by considering

v ranged from 25% to 215% (Figs. 10e,f). A better

estimate of the TB,y contribution was observed in the

MEMLS case than in the DMRT-ML case (Fig. 10).

This could explain why the reduction in the snow depth

FIG. 10. The ratio of the estimated (ensemble mean) TB,y � ta to the estimated (ensemble mean) TB,TOA in the

cases neglectingv [(a) D1823 and (b)M1823] and in the cases considering v [(c) D1823(v) and (d)M1823(v)]. The

values were averaged over two frequency channels (18.7- and 23.8-GHz vertical polarizations) during the assimi-

lation period. (e),(f) Changes in the estimated ratio by considering v.
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RMSE associated with v was greater in MEMLS cases

than in DMRT-ML cases for forest land cover (Fig. 8b).

While the RA performance was enhanced for vege-

tated areas by considering v (Figs. 8, 11a,b), the snow

depth estimates by the RA system were still worse than

the open-loop run for the ephemeral, prairie, and alpine

snow classes, although the degradation was marginal and

insignificant (p. 0.05; Figs. 7, 11c,d). This may be partly

attributed to the following three reasons (the first and

second reasons may only be applicable to the ephemeral

and prairie snow classes). First, the effect of the under-

lying soil conditions on TB for shallow snowpack would

not be accurately estimated and thus RA could not fur-

ther improve the snow estimates compared to the open-

loop run for the ephemeral and prairie snow classes

where the open-loop run already showed good perfor-

mance (the snow depth RMSE was 0.027 and 0.045m,

respectively). Second, our approach, in which the priors

were not updated when one or more of the ensemble

members predicted no snow, might affect the results,

especially for the ephemeral snow class. Third, the effect

of topography on snow and TB simulations was not

explicitly considered in this study because of the use of

the coarse CLM4 spatial resolution (0.98 3 1.258), in

particular for the alpine snow class. All these possible

sources of degradation need to be further explored.

c. Snow water volume and snow cover area in North
America

Snow water volume was calculated by multiplying the

estimated (ensemble mean) SWE by grid area and sum-

ming the result over NorthAmerica (Fig. 12a). Compared

to the open-loop run, the snowwater volume was reduced

in the RA cases throughout the assimilation period

(i.e., the snow accumulation season). The difference

in the snow water volume between the RA cases and

open-loop run increased with time and approached 110

and 132 km3 for the D1823(v) and M1823(v) cases,

respectively, by the end of the assimilation period.

This represented 7.8% and 9.5% of the snow water vol-

ume from the open-loop run, respectively. As shown in

Fig. 12a, the snow water volume estimated by the RA

systemwas closer to theCMCdata than that estimated by

the open-loop run. However, the magnitude of the im-

provement was less than half of the difference between

our estimates and the CMC data.

In CLM4, snow cover fraction (SCF) is a diagnostic

variable and is estimated from snow density and depth

FIG. 11. Spatial distributions of the snow depth RMSE difference: (a) D1823(v)2D1823, (b)M1823(v)2M1823,

(c)D1823(v)2 open loop, and (d)M1823(v)2 open loop. Negative and positive values denote the improvement and

degradation of the RA performance, respectively.
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using the snow cover parameterization suggested by Niu

and Yang (2007). The ensemble mean snow cover area in

North America was calculated from SCF estimated by

CLM4 (Fig. 12b). For comparison purposes, the snowcover

area calculated from the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) SCF (Hall et al. 2006) was

also presented in Fig. 12b. Compared to the open-loop run,

the snow cover area also decreased in the RA cases but

the magnitude of the decrease was very small. The error

(simulation minus MODIS observation) was much greater

than the change (improvement). The maximum differ-

ence in the snow cover area between the RA cases and

open-loop run was 68969km2 for the D1823(v) case and

122998km2 for theM1823(v) case, corresponding to 0.5%

and 0.8% of the snow cover area from the open-loop run,

respectively. The insignificant changes in the snow cover

area throughRAmay be attributed to the fact thatRAwas

primarily effective in improving snow depth (and SWE)

estimates for relatively deep snowpack regions where SCF

was already saturated (i.e., 100% SCF). As previously

mentioned, our current RA system leaves the priors un-

changedwhen one ormore of the ensemblemembers have

no snow, which would also affect the results for areas near

the snow/no-snow boundary where SCF values are small.

6. Conclusions

In this study, three research questions related to

microwave frequency channels, snowpack RTMs, and

vegetation single-scattering albedo v were addressed for

the purpose of improving the snowRAperformance across

snow classes and land-cover types in North America. Our

coupledRAsystememployedCLM4 (for snowenergy and

mass balance modeling), RTMs (for TB estimates), and

DART (for ensemble-based data assimilation). Two

different snowpack RTMs (DMRT-ML and MEMLS)

were compared in terms of their relative performance

in improving snow depth estimates through RA. RA

experiments were conducted during the snow accumula-

tion season (from December 2002 to February 2003) by

assimilating AMSR-E TB observations using the EAKF.

The experimental results were assessed for six snow

classes (tundra, taiga, alpine, maritime, prairie, and

ephemeral) and five land-cover types (bare soil, forest,

shrub, grass, and crop) using the CMC snow depth data.

The results showed that the 23.8- and 18.7-GHz channels

are the best- and next best–performing frequency chan-

nels, respectively, in our RA system. We obtained a sig-

nificant improvement in snow depth estimates, especially

in MEMLS cases, by assimilating the two best-performing

frequency channels (18.7 and 23.8GHz). Simultaneous

assimilation of the 18.7- and 36.5-GHz channels also im-

proved the overall performance of the RA system com-

pared to the open-loop run, in particular, when v was

taken into account, although it was still slightly less effec-

tive than the use of the 18.7- and 23.8-GHz channels. It

should also be noted that the 1836 cases using MEMLS

were superior to the 1823 cases using DMRT-ML when

v was considered.

By introducing v, the contribution of vegetation TB

emission (TB,y � ta) to TB at the TOA TB,TOA was more

reasonably represented in the RA system. Conse-

quently, substantial improvements in the RA perfor-

mance were achieved for vegetated areas, in particular

for the forest land-cover type and the taiga and alpine

snow classes. However, note that the performance of the

RA system was still degraded for the alpine snow class

compared to the open-loop run. Although we could not

further improve theRAperformance byupdatingv during

the assimilation, the results suggested that from the RA

perspective, v is an essential factor in the RA system for

characterizing snow under the vegetation canopy. By

establishing the v values for various land-cover types

(or vegetation types), the performance of snow RAwill

be further enhanced.

When v was neglected, the DMRT-ML cases were

superior to the MEMLS cases for the alpine snow class

while theMEMLS cases produced better snow estimates

for the tundra snow class. When v was considered, im-

provement of the RA performance was more noticeable

in the MEMLS cases than in the DMRT-ML cases, and

the MEMLS cases outperformed the DMRT-ML cases

FIG. 12. The estimated (ensemble mean) (a) snowwater volume

(103 km3) and (b) snow cover area (106 km2) in North America

(asterisk indicates the difference was divided by the value of the

open-loop run). The CMC snow water volume was calculated

using the SWE estimates obtained by Reichle et al. (2011) from

the CMC snow depth and climatological snow densities suggested

by Sturm et al. (2010).
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for the taiga snow class as well as for the tundra snow

class.

In addition to our previous study (Kwon et al. 2016),

which introduced and demonstrated the rule-based ap-

proach, this study showed that the performance of the

RA system in estimating snow depth overNorthAmerica

can be enhanced by using the best-performing frequency

channels (i.e., 18.7 and 23.8GHz) [3% (in D1823) and

2% (in M1823) improvements compared to the cases

using the 18.7- and 36.5-GHz channels] and by consid-

ering v f2.5% [in D1823(v)] and 4.8% [in M1823(v)]

improvements compared to the 1823 cases neglecting vg
(Fig. 13a). In particular, the RA system performed much

better than the open-loop run for areas without vegeta-

tion cover (Fig. 13b). The snow depth estimates by RA

were also enhanced for forested areas (Fig. 13c) by better

representing the vegetation contribution to TB at the

TOA. However, the overall performance (150–160-mm

snow depth RMSE) of our RA system does not yet meet

the objective requirement of satellite measurement ac-

curacy (i.e., 20-mm SWE and 60-mm snow depth for

shallow snow conditions) suggested by the Integrated

GlobalObserving Strategy (seeWMO2007). In addition,

we focused on limited spatial (North America) and

temporal scales (single snow accumulation season),

which may not be enough to fully consider all snow

conditions (especially wet snow). Our RA system needs

to be further improved and evaluated at the global scale

over multiyear snow seasons. This will be our aim in fu-

ture studies.

Quantifying and correcting systematic biases in LSMs

and RTMs are important to improve the RA perfor-

mance. Although we used a rule-based approach to

mitigate the effect of the systematic biases on the RA

performance by simultaneously updating all model

physical states and RTM parameters involved in pre-

dicting TB, it may not be enough. Further research is

required to minimize these biases for high-quality con-

tinental-scale snow products using the RA method.
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